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A product'qf the National Science Foundation's
Program' on Appropriate Technology, this paper discusses and presents
an\agenda for research on questions relating to technological
innovation and the objectives,of appropriate technology. The ,cbncept. ,

of appropriate technology is defined, the contrast between
appropriate technology and,current industrial technologies is
outlined,,and,the-'institutional mechanisms in the American economy
occupying the middle ground between apgropriate-techhology,and the
practices of industrial-technology aredescribed. Innovation and its
role in-the appropriate technology context are thei considered and
the Contrasts.between-appropriate technology innovation and .
industrial innovation are reviewed.. Problems fading appropriate
-technology innovation are also addressed, and an examination of the
various perspectives-for understanding appropriate technology
innovation (i.e., research and development, social interaction,
problem solving,-linkage, impleinentation, and delivery systtms) are
sumarized. The foUr major categories for research on appropriate
technology are then presented and discussed: (1) national appropriate
technology issues, (2) federal appropriate technology programs, (3)
innovation in appropriate technology businesses, and (4)' use of
appropriate technology.' Three tables and three figures accompany the
text. (Author/J0,
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CONTRASTING APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITIONAL INNOVATION PROCESSES

Dimension

Motivation

Key phase:of process

Pgrformers

Money sources

AT Industrial

Tech push/social concern Market pull/profit/war

Tech feasibility

Individuals small
businesses

Equity

Need for success Diversity/Interest

Paradigm Economies of househbld/
community

Relation to ecdnomy , Inserisitive to cycles

Time required to innovate Short gestation/

Source for ideal

Selection criteria

- Dissemination/
propagation

. Criteria of success

Cause for faildre

Kilowledge base

Participation

Structure of technology

Relation to worker

'

' Individuals

Commerc4alization
,

Small business/large corporation

Debt
Tax writeoffs

Uniformity /predictability

Economies of scale

Sensitive to' business cycle

Long gestation

R & 0 labs

Informal/trial and error ForMal/bureaucratic procedure

Each one-teach one
Journals (hobbyist)

Successful operation
at any scale
General societal benefit

Loss of interest
Lack of local support.
Lack'of information
Lack of resources
Lack of:experience

Craft knowledge
Science of.the concrete

,....

Understood by all

Science and technology
by all

Selfl'sufficient small

units'

Mork and leisure
flow together

Professional societies
Licensing

Widespread adoption and
resulting return on investment
Profit

Failure to capture4sufficient
market share.
Macro economicfluctuations

Scientific!
Abstract ttience-

Cogplex/hjghlY specialized

Elite. science anditechnologY

Small dependent on big

Work /leisure have sharp,

,distinction

0

9
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Innovation iii:Appr-opriate
Technblogy: Directions for Policy;
Research .

In recent years the phenomenon denoted hs the 'appropriate let knoloq ( I
T I has become increasingly w4despreadm enert;vt hananiz, !unison!, ((mamma v
development. commumeatums, and oilier area In response Io OHS vowth,
.\lanonal Science foundation smmsored t)le delelopmem of a resNut fi agenda oil
the roles and ova( T. on the sotzeti. e«momv und let hnoloijv develop-
ment. Thus paper reports one element of this research agenda--questums
suranumhngInnOvunoniuulappropruitelechnolov

I. INTRODUCTION 0

A key elet7ent of the N.S.F. February 19791
Program Plan on :ppropriateTechnology (A.T.) is re-

, search on the t-bles of A.T. and its impacts on
society, the economy and technological developments.

plan points' out that appropriate technolo-
gy ma), have such important implications' for economic.

'and social structure in the United States that its
long -run advantages and diojadvantages,should be
studied how.

V

The t,t1"ocif ic gpaS of the N.S.F. A.T. program

are: 4

to/strengthen the science base needed to
5-identify and develop p4omisingappropriate
technologies which have the potential for
generalization beyond the initial application
and which fall outside the responsibility or
interest of mission agencies.

to imprOe the gnderstandin'gof appropriate

4 technology as a concept in the development
of science and technology and to better
understand its role and impact on the U.S.
society and economy.

1 National Science Foundation, Appropriate Techno-
logy: A Program Plan of the National Science Founda-

',' tion, prelihred for the Committee on Science and Tech-
nblogy, U.S. House of Representatives. (Washington,

National Scielic,p Foundation, February 1979).
. .

-.0

Contributtd by the Technology & Society Dtymon of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
or MI( IIANir At liwituFfiks for presentation at, the Winter Annual Meeting,
November 15-20, 198t, Washington/ D.0 lanuscript received at ASME

-11eadquarters July 9, 1981

oples.will be asSailahle Ohl August I, 1982
4

A

This paper describes a research plan on A.T.
Innovation developed for N.S.F. Itl . Coates, Inc.
The innovat ion research plan is,/ part Of a larger twi,

Aar.h plan develtiked by J.I. Coates, lit. on% the

*sot io-vt,onomic and. t ec hno log it, al impl it at ions bf

appropriate technology.* The overall plan has three
elements

social and economic implications of appropri-
ate technology

.

the role of appropriate technongy .in techno-
logical innpvat ion

manpower and training, issues of appropriate
technology% '

Several bToad considerations guided' the'ilevelop-
ment of thi plan. first, it had to be resear4h.
Second, it could not overlap, the functions of the more
mission- oriented agencies. And third, it must be cum -
patible with the 'traditional functions and objectives
of the National Science Foundation..

Our strategy f'or determining, a useful and sound
research agenda depended upon exploring the meanings.
of appropriate technology, in contrast and as a4 cgM-
plement to traditional views of technology in the
industrialiNd American econ415,.. The. contrast -4
between the objectives of appropriate technology and
the current -structure,.goals, and practices of the
industrial. systems dominant in the United States --
reveals crucf&Ichoices and uncertainties subject to
clarification by research. Specifically, ex,mining
the contrast between the extrettle objectives Cif appro-

priate technology. As an ideological movement:, and the
implicit and explicit principles of the dominant in-

, dustrial, technological system reveal mid-range con-
cepts and issues .ine need of specific research.

Itnpacts of Appropriate Tech ology on the Society,
J. F. Coates, Inc. A Agenda on the Roles

and It
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II. APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOG: CLARIFYING TEE CONCEPT'

A.. Definitions
I

TheHouse Committee on/Science andtTechnology
used ps a working definitiOn of the concept of '

appropriate techho/dgy:

ol

- those technolWes which are decentrallzed,
which require tble; capital investment, which ,
are amenable to management by their users:

whiCh are is harmony with the environment, and

which are conserving, of natural resources."2

,1

While useful as a general concept and.convenitnt for
discussion, the definition is not an adequate basis

Both its vagueness and its prescriptive bids mask
for .a research program to iciform public policy.

deyerai of the most crucial issues. An earlier /

definition by the National Science Foundation., bYshe-

ing more precise, has stronger research implicatipns.

.

4 .

is the suggestion that there is "a realm of customary

understanding ins which 'judgment about right and- wrong

ar4 made as a matter of course."4 He goes on:

"It is precisely that sense of subtle customary
distinction and evaluation -that twentieth'cen-
tury understandijigs of technology lack. Our

adherence to, the terms of the.technplogical
orthodoxy have brought us/to see eyerythinOn
terms of progress, growth, narrowly conceived

o efficiencies, and the mythof technical neutral-
./

ity."

For Wini4r, the first' task is ciliifying the

a of alternatiye or appropriate technology. We

mu t be "able to articulate general evaluative

no ions through which the range of avellable te6hno-

- 1 ical means might once again be reasonably

judged."5 The notion oflappropriatemust, therefore,
go beyond hardwarefetisAism and the attempt to mani-

ptlate hardware and derivatively society through
si011e, changes in size, location, Or:labor intensity.
Appropriate technolOgy must reflect Some view of the

good life which can be translated into principles.
and criteria of institutional design.

This same conclusion is captured succinctly by

R.C. Desai in a report of the United Nations Indust-

rial Development Organization. While addressing

the problems of the developipg9ratiorisheyneverthe-
les's highlights the universal problems of complexity,
balance and social goals 'when'he'sayS that-appro-

priate.technology is:

"Appropriate technology is, technology which is

best suited to the specific local cultural, .
economic, social'and political conditions at the

site of application. The desizn,or adaptation
of such technology includes an examination of,-

conditions of the site and consi ration of

several factors normally not idepn lied through

the marketplace. 'Some of these f aors include
preferences of usk-s-tor technology which con-

I
.serves 'natural resources, is; compatible with

local labdr skills, and which enhances the .

social] and ecological fabric of the site of

application. The markets for appropriate tech-
nology are varied and widely diffused, and in-

,
elude the small farmer, the small businessman,

' ,: and the small manufacturer."3 ''.

/ ,

/ Confusion ab9ut the concept ,of appropriate:tech-
'dology is demonstrated by the nVge,ot synonyms, and
near synonyms such as alternative technology, nter-

mediate technology, self-sufficiency, self-sustaining
,communities, self-reliance,self-help, the soft path,
and veluntary.simplicity. .Langdon Winner has point-

ed out that implicit 4n these kinds of definitions
'

the Economy and Technology Development, prepared for

I

National Science Foundation.(Washintton, D.C.; J. F.

Coates, Inc., August' 28, 1,980) NTIS OB81-120073: /

2' House of Representatiyes, Repdrt No. 95-993,

95th Congress, Second.Se'Ssion, Page 23.- '

.
i

3 Evans Roges and Roberta'Ross, Final Report and

Proceedings: Midwest "Regionfil Appropriate Technology

Forums Indianapolis, Indiana, October 19784 (For , I ' ) V

National Science Foundation, document numberINSF/RA- 4 /Langdon winner, "The V6iitical Philosophy of Al-: .

79006, Indiana Center for Advanced Osearch,119785. ternative Tqdhhology," Wtchhology in Society, 1 (1979) ,

"that technology which contributes most to the'

/-economic, social and environmental objectives

of development. Hence what constitutes appro-
priate technology ing given case is determined'

by development goals, resources and the econo-
mic and social context in which iv is to be

used. No technology is therefore either appro-
priate or inappropriate in itself. The appro-

,
pridteness of a techpology is a function of its

contribution to- development sttategy."6

' Writing also from the peigpective of the develop-

ing nations, kit highlighting a lesson equally appli-

pable to the industrial=nations, Colin Norman points

out four concerns -- employment, equity, energy, and

ecology -- which must'be taken*into'account in the
choice 'of technologies.7- That accounting would define

"' a more or less appropfiate technoloe.

'Nicolas Jequier, now of the OECD, in a World Tech
report, (September 1975) sees. the concepeiof appropri-

ate Sechnology "going beyond 'the fourE's cited by

.2

/ .1
A

/
.40

' 5 Ibid. . -
.

) .
; .

s

a : 6 .R.C. 'Desaim "Industrial Development Strategies

and' Choice'of Appropriate .Technolog,' in- Del/eloping

., Countries," Conceptual and Policy Framework for

. ,

Appropriate Industrial Technology, Monographs on
' Appropriate Industrial TechhologyNo. 1. (New York. :

' UnitbdsNatipns, 1979). ,

z
' 7 Colin Norman;'"goft Technologies, Hard Choices," '

WorlUwatch'Paper 2 (Washington; D.C.: Werldwatch

1, . InstiAttli, 'June -1978) . .

f
.

. I , '
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Colin Norman, and alp going beyond the question
of technical soundnes'. He adds to these central
concerns, adaptation .f technology to the social
and cultural enviro t 8 4.

B: Contrast Between A

.

ro riate and Current '

Industrial Technol ies

Appropriate techno ogy is a protean term em-
bracing aV of tim,abov. considerations. The con-
ceptscepts subsumed by'ap ro., iate technology are con-
trasted in Exhibit 1 it the present industrial,
systam:of the.U.8.an o her advanced nations. 'y

The exhibit contrasts ma of the goals of qppro-
priate technology adyocat with the generatchar7
acteriSticsand.functiona elements of the contem-
porary industrial society, It does not mix analy-

sis and advocacY; it only isplays and' contrasts

what is with'what some. adv cates believe should be.
It is organ zed.arbund the key points in appropriate
technology a voCa6' and the efore omits some char-
acteristics .f each system.

A small n mbe of commu
representing a prop late tec
acterization of appopriate t
The list more nearly, reprgsen

,and advocacy of hos' who woul
lified, labor in 4'14 e; local

eo
soci

ode

nit

tqy

pro

cont

nd

ities, self defined as
nology, fit the char-
chnology in Exhibit 1.
s the aspirations

promote more simp-
zed economies and'

her.hand,\ the characteristics
ty may'be'seen as reflecting
the current system. Some

nly'appropriate
Foi-some, big-

;, Antegrafed

tation of the environment
'nuintde
rowth ar

lifestyles. On t
of the industrial

, th9,charadteristic
see the industrial
technology for the
ger, better, and fa
growth, and,fuller e
and resources is the

' For them consumption
the now traditional m sur s.of.gro 8 national pro-
duct and gross doMesti pr uct. These 'extreme ',

-,

differences -- between the dvocatescor.the present
industrial system and:t e a vocates qf appropriate
technologST- make'it p ffic It to dir ctly iden-
tify-resea ch appropriate4oNundersta ing and

guiding the further deVeloOme

'

t of the American
economy and society. Fortuna ely, the tension be-
tween these polar positions precipitates a small
number of cote issues around. w1ich one can frame
useful research. 1, A.

l;

4.

C. Middle Ground Institutions

Before turning to thexesea 'hable issues, it
is worth noting the'rnany differen kinds of insti-
tutional mechanisms in the.Americ n economy occupy-
ing the middle ground between 'the objectives of
appropriate technology and the practices of the
majOr national or multi-national\corporatiOns.
These mid -rangg institutions:deMo strate the rich-

as the
States.

echnolog

irable\rrend.,,
oriented toward

8 Nicdlas Jequier, Low Cost:Technology: An
In uir Into Outstandin: Polic '.IsSues. (Paris:

. .

ness and diversity of our society. From a research
point of view, they are a potential test bed on which
to study appropriate technology innovation. Twelve

midrange institutions includek

i

1
' .

Barter. This increasingly significant factor

41 in the economy usually involves the exchange
of labor or services. Less frequently it

involves the exchange of goods for services. .

Barter avoids thgg problem of the exchange of
cash# such'as taxable incomz, while permit-
ting the persomik 'nvolved to utilize either
their highest skills, for example dentistry
exchanged for carpentry, onto use discre-
tionary time for an attractive return.

. '

Uobbyists. A large percentage of the popula-
,tion'engages in self-initiated learning,, con-
struction, and craft activities. These are
often motivated by aesthetics or the desire
to pleasantly. use leisure time. In other '

cases, hobbies Simulate tile work scene, as''
with the computer programmer who works with
his own micro-computer. In other cases the
hobby is semi-economic, such as those who.do
their own auto repairs or market their craft
products or art work. Research on hobbies

. may be a particularly fruitful approach in
understanding the motivations, circumstances -

and conditions of work, which under other
circumstances would be considered employment. \

Do It Yourself. In the decade following World
4ar, II the do-it-yourself movement swept '

America. Too few craftsmen, pent up demand,
limited but rising perscfnal income, and high
aspirations combined to stimulate millions of
people to learn'semf-skilled and skilled
crafts '-.7-from house painting, to woodwork,

masonry, plumbing, and gardenifig. With con-
tinuing prosperity, the do-it-yourself move-
ment went into a dbcline; but it may be in
for a great 'resurgence, under the dtal impetus
of inflationana the riling Cost,of phergy.

°

Free-Lance Salesman:, The Avon la and the
traveling salesMan are in many rega
ples of autonomy,.freedom of choice, indel
pendence; and many of the other desirable.,
charateristics4-sought by the appropripte
technOlogy movement. Too frequently these
characteristics'are absent from industry and
the marketplace.

Independent Authors and Artists. Theiinde- '

pendent author or artist -.- working alone ins:
creative.enterprise,'with lull commitment to
work, with sole, responsibility for what is
done -- is an extreme example of'autonomy.
-The understanding otthe economics, the satis-
faction, and t',kta life quality of the atithor is

an opportunity 6A again shed Light on many=of
the issues'. , .

, . ",
., y i

...n. . . .

Cooperatives. ae cooperative is a sisAiXI-.
cant institut4on for,produCars'as well' as con-

sumers:Burners: In some ca s producers' caopeig-,

lr

tives, such as thos producifig Suikist oranges,

approach.ther:size o the largest national
corporations., But farmers' 'cooperatives exist -

. o
. :

4 .

3
r,



Exhibit 1

COMPARISON OPAPPROPRIATE'TECHNOLOGY
AND

MODERN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Charatteristics_of_the_Technoloey_v_ _Industrial

\,

AppropriateIndustrial

,. Complex

Integrated /Networked-

Depend nt on cientific

;
1 Advanc s

e. Simple ,

Interchangeable Parts

es Integrated or Compatible

Wit,S Other Yechnologies

Optimized on a Few Goals
pr to Meet a Specific
need

Mass Production

.s Obscure

Difficult and Expensive
to Maintain or Repair

Localized

\

Dependent on Crdit and
common Knowledge

Fewei'Interchangeable
Ni\Parts, More Uniq eness

Self;Contained

4
Meets Multiple Needs
and Goals

Individual, Team, and

Craft Production

ConvivAl, Readily
l'Understond

Repairable by Ownentol
User _

Controls are Complex and Controls are Simple and

Require Expert Assistance

Industrial

Straightforward

B. Use /Production Process

R&D Dependent .,

Large Scale/Mass System
Orientation

Central Management

Complex Bureaucratic ,

Management/

High-Energy Rqqui:ment

Controlled by Inveaor-a

Profit Maxi-
mi ed

)
Goal: Growth (Material)

Production Separate From
Use. a t

,

; #

Appropriate

More Skill,
pendent

s Local System Focus

ag

Craft Re

r

Appropriate

Automati n/Capital /n- Labor Intensive

tensive

High Investment per
Worker and Per Unit

Output

Low Adaptability to
SociAl an Cultural
Environment

Generous Use of
Material and Energy Re-
sources

4
4

Low'Capital Investment
of per Worker and Per Unit

of Output

High Adaptability to
Social and Cultural
Factors

High'and Low Cost
' Products

Reduced importance of

Hyman Factors,

Sparse Use of Material
and Energy Resources

Low & Medium Cost
Products (and different
costing mlidel)

,Continued Purchase of

%New Items

Import Dependent

. Consumer Inolvement
Minimized'

Rigid Design to 136.4.

tect Consuper

Large-Scale Work Places

Credit or MoneydEa.sed.

Ecologically Disi.up-
tive, ?saluting

'o Decentralized Manage-
ment G

Simplified Management

Energy Requirement Meets
Value of End Use

i

I,

Controlled by Users

Other Goals Optimized- -

Ecology, Personal
Growth, ComMunity Ser-
vite

Goal: Growth .(Personal)

'Producers Can Eedome
Users

4

Energy and
Wasteful

Materials,

Violent

Dangerous.

Choice limiting

Separation of Raw
Material, Manufacturer,
and Market

Promotes Urbanization

Increased Worker Satis-

,faction
/

Recycling /Retrofiting of

Existing Items

Local Resources
sized

Empha-

Local Consumer Involve;

went Maximized 4

Easy Maintenance/Mohq-
cation

Individualized Work Plat, s

1
Barter4.Exchange and Co-

-. operaEion Important

Benign. or Protective of
Human and Ndturar Envir n-

ments _

Resource Conserving

Non-Violent

Safe

Pluralistic

Low Production and
sumption, Self-SU

Promotes Small
Delocalization

Con --'

ficiency



C. Suppo

Indutrial

Highly Trained-Per-
sonn&

Mass Culture/Mas*Adver-

t

tising. s

t Systems

-Appropriate

IimitedTraining
quired .

Local Culture/Informal
Networks

Focus on Quality of
Experience, "LesS is
!lore"

J

Localized Protection

o. Belief in ,Progress as
Bigger, FaSter, "More is
good."

Centralized Regulation
of Risks (Health, Finan-
aal, Social)

Uniform National Policies

D: Some

Industrial

Policies Apprbpril,to
Local/Regional Circum-'
stances

Economic Emphases

Appropriate

Chronic UndereMployment

Periodic Mass Unemploy-
ment

6 Periodic
pressiod,

Ecohomic De--

Inequality

Externalize Sooial Costs

`Neglect Long_Term

Full Employment

1

o' Full Employment

Full Employment'

Egalitarian

Minimize and Inter-'
nalize,Social Costs

E. Social

Industrial

Material Growth

and Values Emphases

Appropriate

Material Sufficiency
Coupled With Psycho-

Man Over Nature

Competitive Self -
Interest

40 Rugged Individu,V.ism.

4
'.Rationalism

Large, Complex Living
and Working Environ-
ments

Growth of Material
Complexity

, Space Age Technology .

PrizeU

Attention to Long Term ,

Advertising, Brand Names,:
Marketing., Franchising, ,

and, Chains o=

Oligopolistic, Mon4d-
listie

Identity Defined 14
Patterns of COnsumption

Unadvertised, Unbranded,,er
Local

-so

Localized, ndependent
Aownership, Free Market
and Barter Economy

Centralization of Regu-
latidh and Co4trol at,
Nation/State Level

,

16

Specialized Work
Through DiVision

, ,

Spiritual Growth

People Within Nature

6 Enlightened Self- '

Interest

Coopekative Indlvid-

Rationaland Intuitive
t

R Smaller, Less Complex
Living and Witting -

Environments

Reduction of Material
Complexity

Older Proven Technology

\Sought

o' Identity Found Through
Inner end Interpersonal
Discovery

Greater Local Self-
Determination Coupled
with Emerging Global

4F1,Institutions

Roles-
of Labor,

Secular

Mass Produced,.` Quickly

Obsolete, Standardized
Proddcts,

Cultural Homogeneity;
Partial AcCeptante of
DiversitY",

'High Pressure,
ExisteSce

Alienation

4

and

Rat Race

More Integrated Work
Roles (e.g.,. Team-

Assembly, Multiple Roles)

B'alance of Secular, and

EersOnal

4
Hand Crafted, DUrables
Unique.Products

Cultural Heterogeneity,
. Eager Acceptance of

Diversity
4

'Laid Back, Rela40
Existence

Allomie ti Self Worth'High, S91f
: Identity Clear, Self

FulfillingS,

I '

9

-wa

t
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mean. kinds of scales for many purposes.
Co64ratives also exist among specialized
groupeto render special services, such as
the production and marketing of the work
of.the handicapped, Native Americans, and

artists. Consumers' cooperatives are gen-
erally on a smaller scale but can cover any-
thing from groceries and gasoline to eye-

gllesSes. Often the participants ar active

as consumersoi producers, andas m erg'

br selectors of managers in the coopera vie

enterprise. This situation relates to the

concerns of'appropriate technology over
management. 'Cooperatives' also function

among public utilities, as.fdrexample in
the formation of the Electric Power Re-
search Institute which is a research coop-

eratiyel. Cooperative agreements for the
qrchange of electricity to meet peek
demands are common among public utilities.

Professional Offices. The goals of autonomy,

ifidependenee; and self-fulfillment through
work have traditionally been found in Amer-

ican society among professionals such as
doctors, dentists, and lawyers. Increas-

ingly other professionals -- architects,
detners, consAlti7ng engineers, Accoun- ,

tan -.2 have joined the ranks of these

autonomous and quasilautonomous profes-
sionals. i.

The Moviemaker.. The floviemaker and the pro-

ducer of live theatre are among the tt
fully autonomous.and independent user- of,

and wor)cers with, technology. These tech- '

nologidally-based artist c enterprisgs

embody. many of the objectives and aspire-

, tions of appropriate technology and may,
provide.fa test bed for,researck.

Small Business. Sthall businessgs as commer-

.cial ente rises can vary from.Mota and Pop

grocery s companies employing 500

workers d oillgt.tens of Millions of dollars,

of busine s. .12Rel4tively-littleis under-

stood about the similarities and differences
of small and liergellbusimesses with regard
to worker participation, autonomy, self-
fulfillment, adaptability, externalizttion
of costs or t4e scores _of other.character-
istics compared ln 'Exhibit 1.

Franchise'Operatiods and Licensees. An in-
.

stitutional compromase between the need of

lhrge nation-wide i4egrAted corporations
to grow, and the deiire of. individuals for
autonomous businoissiventuies has evolved in

the franchisebusin4is. Little,is known
about how felici't'ously they strike a balance

between the conflicting elements' in

Exhibit 1.

Family -Held Big Business. ,Far shOrt of the

national and-mild-national stock company,
yet a' great distance away-frOd the small
.bosinegs.are.a substantial number of indi-,

vidual and family-held large corporations.
Nei haVe not lieensistem4tically'studied
with regard to thecharacteristics in
'Exhibit 1. `More significantly, little ,is

4 known, about the evolAien of their operations

* .

and tile effects of any transition from pro-
,prietorship or limited partnership to general

-stock company.

The Conglomerate. Widely recognized, or-pur-
ported to be the most pathological form of

,
'business enterprise in the United States, is
the conglomerate which fundamentally exists
for growth's sake. 'Yet little is known about

. thcomparctive activities of the conglomerate

.versus the lakge, single purpose corporation

versus 'the others in this spectrum.

These institutions, shown in rough order of increas
ing size in Exhibit 2, highlight the functioning al,
ternatives between the major industrial corporptions
and the goals of an appropriate technology society.
We kndw relatively little about most of these socio-
economic institutions either in an absolute or,in a
comparative sense with regard to the fundamental is-

sues to mhich appropriate technology is a proposed

resolution.

D. General Goals for A.T. Innovation

Basic differences betw en the'industrial/ystem

and the goals of approp te technology notwithstand-

ing, there are'pr9per which advodetes of either

extreme are likely t see s desirable for any tech-

nological system. These i diode:

Resilience to econo icAsocial, and other

shocks;

Invulerability to pl oned subversion; or to 'a

unplanned collapse;

Flexibility to permi
tion in'contrast to

..revolutionary chang

ordered societal evCO.u-
renching or precipitous

Maintenance of optio than thepremd7.
ture or definitive fo eclosure of technologi-
calYand other alterria

Rqearchr development, diffus
of appropriate technologies s
general desirable characteris

system.

III. INNOVATION AND APPROPRIATETECHNOLOGY

A. innovation in the A:T. Context

Appropriate technolOgy (A.T.)'innovation may seem

to be a contradiction in terms. To many, A.T. means

Simple, already existing tools; innovation implies the

new "bigger and better" world view of industrial, tech-

nological development. This false dichotomy reflects

a narrow definition of appropriate technology innova-

tion. Appropriate technologies include new and cur'

rent technologies, and significant( refinements on

technoPogiessnow in use. Examples of new appropriate

technologieg include: '

the "solar tubes" (clear plastic tubes filled

with algae for raising fish) developed by the

NeW Aldtemy Institute;

A
"automatic'tuvers" (insulating shutterst
which use fr on evaporation to Cla) in'ented
by Steve Baer;

on, and implementation
Ould relate to these
ics of any technological

3
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Exhil44.2

THE MIDDLE GPOUMD

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ALTERNATIVES TO THE*INSTITUTIONAL EXTREMES

r
Appropriate

.Technology

Barter

HobbiA
-Camper
-Mechanic
-Artist

Y

'Do It'

Yourself

ti

Author
&

Artist

Cooperatives
-Producer

(Farder)

- Consumer
(Food)

-Business

(ptilities)

Freelance
-Salesperson
-'Avon Calling'
-Travelling
_ Salesman

a

The Voviemaker
The Theatre

Small Businessman

Professional
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1<Dentist
-Lawyer
- Accountant

-Architect
-Engineer

-Freelance Artist

Franchisee
Licensee

The Large
Industrial
Corporation

.) Large
Family-Owned

Business

Office
4

The onglomera.te
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, .

the. "aquacell°Awaste treatment plant which

,'t uses solar endrgyand aquatic life to purify

,, water) being built now by the town at.°

3 v4 Hercules, California.

7
e,

A.T. innovation can alp refer to the introduction of

existing tools in'new settings. -

.

Innovation is an umbrella term includ.ing inven-
tipn, idoption, apd diffusionof techntlogy. Inven-

tion lb senerally thought of as something which hap- (
Ons ona or which may occur independently several
times. Innovation is the adoption of something new.

Every time a person or institution tries or adopts
'something new it is innovating. Innovation in this

sense is a repeatable process Diffusion covers the

processes by which social, political, or physfegl

invention is adopted.

(
The distinct subfamilieg and submovements Linder

the rubric of A.T., such as community technology,
soft Path or renewable energy technology, and al-
ternative technology may exhibit quite different

innovation processes. For examples innovation in
community technology tends to be localized and par- '

ticipatory;.soft path or renewable energy innova-
tion involves national or:regional institutions (e.g.,
federal agencies, utilitfes)>

./
To clarify the meaning of A.T. innovation, it is

useful to classify these innovations in terms of the
types of settings involved:

1. jNational or Macro-Societal Level Programs.
National level .efforts include application of A.T.
ideas.and devises in national planning and policies
for restructuring businpss, industry, the economy
(e.g.,,Lovin's soft path),'and government operations
(e.g., heating of building, procurement of prodlIcts).
More important are policies, laws, and regulation
made or formulated at the national level vhich affect
activities at all other levels.

7

24 A.T. -Based Businesses. A.T.-based tusiness-

.es are existing- -or new tusinesses-producing-appropri--
-ate technologies (windmill factories), or applying
A.T. work patterns in existing business operations,
e.g. solar heating of factories, more job rotation,
team- work.,or participation by workers. This cate-

gory may Include small, and relatively large iAzsi-

nesses.

3. Local/Community Self-Sufficiency. Local A.T.

innovations occur at the rural and urban community
1pvel. These also include applications of A.T. de-
Aces Or programs in or by state and local govern-
mental,agencfes. Examples include community energy .

or agriculture piograms.

`4. Individual Self-Sufficiency. This includes

development and adoption aimed at the individual or
household self-sufficiency; an example would be solar
collectors for individual residential dwellings or
self-sustaining farms, or exchange and barter arrange-
ments with other groups and indiViduals.

Within each of .these settings, A.T.,i,nnovation
is the process of developinvor introducting technol-
ogy appropriate to the goals at that level. A.T. de-

-,,--velopmentis-1.the-creation..of...techniques,,otechnolo-
Ries which meet A.T.- criteria. A:T. introduction is

the---imigementation-ofonevorf-more-technologies or_

ues which meet A.T. criteria within a specific-
sits; community, organization, or setting.

A.T. development and introduction usually involve,
awareness by the parties involved that the Eechnolo-

gy(s) being developed or implemented meet.A.T. cri-

teria. These criteria may vary
Neighborhood

group to group

and case to case. For example, tech-

phlogy developers may stress different criteria than
kift path advocates or commune dwellers, but there

Will be some commonality across settings. If NASA

devepps a new solar collector that.a self-help com-
munity group later installs,, should that be charac-

terized as an A.T. innovation? If a grass roots

appropriate technologist invents a new windmill which
a big city utility adopts, should that also be counted

as.an A.T. innovation? The answer is/yes in both

,cases since innovation inCludes development and intro-

tction. A ti
-

From our preliminary analysis of the cqnceptrof
A.T. innovation, it is clear further research is needed

to clarify its meaning. How does One recognize an

.appropriate technological innovation? When is some-

thing not an A.T. innovation? To what extent is the

concept context specific?

B. Contrast Between A.T. and Industrial- Innovation.,

There are significant conceptual differences
between A.T. and mainstream technolpgy and innovation.
Exhibit 3 contrasts some of these differences, in ap-
?roach and world view. Specifically, A.T. innovation

differs from mainstream technological innovation in
the following six major-respects:

Value considerations_,afid ideology are explic-

it in A.T. innovatveh and differ from those

governing' mainsteam innovation, such as

'profits'and efficiency.

.0
o- Objectives in A.T. innovation tend to be more

multidimensional and include social and en-

vironmental externalities.
_

A.T. innovation views a particular technology

as part of a fuller social ensemble of factors

and consequences. ,

A.T. development and introduction tend to

advocate and to be more decentralized than
mainstream technological Innovation.'

There tends to be more participation by poten-

tialtt.ii:11clients in A.T. development and introduc/

A.T. development_ and introductipn is often
' carried out by different kindi of institu-

tionstions (e.g., grass roots A.T. developers,
regional A.T. networks, self-help community.
groups) than is mainstream technological in-
novation (universities, R & D firms, govern-
ment laboratories, and high tech corporations). _

Appropriate technology delivery systems and the
associated innovation processes are not-comPletely
separate from industrial technological innovation.

To date, A.T. innovation has been somewhat isolated;.

an important topic for research is the compatibility

of A.T. and industrial syStems innovation.

'10
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Exhibit 3

a 4,

CONTRASTING APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITIONAL INNOVATION PRDCESSES

Dimension

Motivation

Key phase:of process

, Performers

Money sources

Need .for success

Paradigm

Relation to ednomy

Time required to innovate

Source for ideas .

Selection criteria

- Dissemination/
propagation

. Criteria of success

Cause for failOre

Knowledge base

Participation

AT

Tech push/social

Tech feasibility

Individuals small
businesses

Equity

concern

Diversity/Interest

Economies of househbld/
community

Inserisitive to cycles

e,
Skirt gestation/ I 'Long gestation

Individuals .-

Industrial

Market pull/profit/war

Commerc4alization

Small business/large corporation

Debt
Tax writeoffs

Uniformity /predictability

Economies of scale

Sensitive to business cycle

Informal/trial and error

Each one-teach one
Journa)s (hobbyist)

Siccessful operation
at any scale
General societal benefit

Loss of interest
Lackof local support,
Lack of information
Lack of resources
Lack of-experience

Craft knowledge
Science of .the concrete

Understood by all

Science and technology

by all

Structure of technology Selfl'sufficient small

units.

Relation to worker Mork -and leisure.,
flow together

R & D labs

Forial/bureaucratic procedure

Professional societies
Licensing

Wide5pread adoption and
resulting return on investment
Profit

Failure to capture4tufficient
market share.

Macro economic, fluctuations

Scientific
Abstract ffience-

.CompleX/hjghlY specialized

Elite.science and technologY

Small dependent on big

Work /leisure have sharp

.distinction

S,

a

9



C. Problems Facing Appropriate Technology Innovation

Appropriate echnoIogies are advocated as having

many social benefits, such as benign environmental

impacts, work enrichment, job creation, community
building, and resource conservation -- goals not nor:
molly taken,.into.account by a large firm's investmebt

decisions,. Hence-, from a 9acro-,societal view there

is likely to be underinveltment in A.T. research and
development if left entirely,to the private sector:

There are also significant attitudinal problems

facing A.T. development and introduction. Many pro-

ducers and consumers stj.11.subscribe to the idea that

"bigger is better";-others associate A.T. exclusively
with hippies or Ore counterculture.

Jequier has*identificdfaur institutional 4rob-.

lems facing A.T.:

the relative weaknpb of A.T. development '

institutions (tht lack of institutions equiv-
alent to industrial R & D laboratories);

the absence of an equivalent of the indus-
trial firm, with its institutionalized com-
mitment to growth, its ability to take risks,.

and its mastery of large-scale production
processes;

the'absence of an effective A.T. marketing

and distribution sYsten;

the weakness of the financial infrastructure
with regard to A.T., e.g., a firm has Co be,

promiie to become, large to get adequate
risk capital'in the United'States.9 '

Added
,

to this list shotild be the lack of adequate
educational and,media;institutions to educate people

for careers in A.T.-telqeft activities and to inform`
the public and private firms about the potential of
A.T. (see the original repogt'for a discupion of 4

issues). Current institutions, regulations, and laws
also present problems for the development and intro-

ductitri)f appropriate technology. For example, gov-

ernment R & D procurement procedures tend to favor big

firms ov,er,small firms; HUD regulations on tax re-
'baCes,for solar favor active syetems over simpler pas-
sive sytems;'health and building codes restrict,or
prohibit certain appropriate technolOgies (e.g., com-
posting toilets); minimum- wage requirements mahain-

lb per some self-help.A.T. projects. Tax plenty can

'alsO block to. such a major social and personal

changes.

R. Bases for Understanding the A.T. Innovation

The literature on innovation is fraMed elhund
the study of technology introduced into the growth;
scale-economy oriented industrial sector, With
this corpus the most useful knoWledge for A.T. i no-,
vation polity deals with the social innovation at the.

community level. The following are siX perspect s

from the literature on innovation which are useful
starting points for analyzing A.T. innovation':

9 ,Nicholas Jequier, Approprihle Technology - -

. .

Problems and Promises. Development Center of the

Organization' for Econeac cloperation and Develop, ,

ment..*(Paris:'1976).'

10

sa

1. Research, Development, and DiffusiOn

2. Social Interaction Perspective
3. .Problem Solver, Perspective

4. .4tinkAge Perspective

5CZ7mplementation Perdpectiqe
6. Na. Delivery System Perspective

Theie is relatively little on the development aspedts-

,OK the,A.T. innovation process. This will require

/ additional research.

S

1. Research, Development, and Diffusion Perspec-

tive. The research, development and diffusion per

spebtive, whilemore characteristic/ (4 mainstream,
technological innovation, may. be relevant co cases '
where appropiiaEe technologies are developed In one
setting or locality, and tAen transferred or applied

in another. This model assumes a staged sequence in

which arrinnovation ip: 10

discovered or invented in the laboratory;

tested and dempnstrated in the'Lield; .

communicated to potential users;

rested by the user;

finglly adopted'Or ejected by the users on

the basis of their, *sting.

Oeveloismant

an0 Testing
of

Prototypes

1\7
Pass

a Production
ande

P2 I441419

kource: HavelOck11

Social Interaction Perspective. The'Social

interaction perspective is useful for studying influx

ences on the decisions of individual adopters of

A.T.12 This perspective stresses-the-importanceok
communicaon within the social network in the inno-
vation process. _Interpreting the innovation process

fro the user's viewpoint, it discusses tHe -follpking

stages in the process:

awareness of innovation by potential 4opter;

interest Iii -the innovation;

71

/evaluation and4lecision to test by adopter;
O '

Planned Mass
Oisseftinasion
Activities

The

User

0
,

Robert Yin, Karen' Heald, and Mary Vogel, Tinker-

ing With the System;. (Lexington, MA: Lexington

Books, 1972).

lock,' Planning for Innovation

Through Dissemiah ion and Utilization of Knowledge.
(Ann Arbor, Michigan: Institute for Social Research,
University of Michigan, January 1971)

' 12
Everett Rogers,, with Shoemaker, Commuhication

. of Innovations.- (New York: Free Press, 1971)QV i,

e.
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rr
-a trials test of innovation;

.4.: fin

z3i.Troblem Solver Perspective. The.preblem.,
.

solve perspective4s similar to social interaction-

.'
Pe POtive. "it is'Useful in:studying the procesS'''..

which-community grodps dftd7-other organizations " ''.' ,...

Attempt' to'maich Appropriate rechnAlogies to their .

'problemd,'.nek and resources. Thid,perspeceive. ANOmOon '' 9pdPjunilm,

'stresses' "- a 'points:* ';- .
. .

/ .1.- ri .' .

,p% . ,VS
.

"..the user's needs and Problems a.e the n/ace.
. to begin in studying innovations;

1

innoVation'begind with a diAgnostiC stage
in -which user's needs.and.problems.are:

.
defined; . , .

r.

5,1

' 44-

mutua/ adoption between the Mo. Situ-
ations iwhich the initiation and implementation .

adoption or rejectionof innovation.
staged arg characterized by mutual.adaptation may be

.most likely to /lead to'successful innovations.

InipleMentation Perspective

.

the roleOf the outsider is primary .to serve
as 'a catalyst, collaboratory or consultant

-In'the user-driven Process; .

, 4 ,

self initiation by the,mser creates the best
climate for lasting change.

Cs

4. -14nkage Perspective:7 The linkage perspec-
tive is a hybrid of the previous three approaches.

% ;-, DevelOPed.,b9 Havelock,,ThitC#n be used to explore .

hovItpoteneiaa A.T. uses can Be linkedw4.thain-
stream sources of tgchnical expertise sucra1(
varsities.

.
In this perspective, the userlis,6161-.11

.
tact,with theoutsisfe'resource system wh'ilgoip*,,,

through,the prOblearsoll,ing cycle. The resburce',
system persoppel'then g6 thibUgh a similar--problem-
solving cycle so they can feed back useful in/Q=1=
tion on possible solutions.

4 .

'. .5. hatilementatibterspectiVe. QeOthe.,Or-
spectiveS, the implementation perspectag44416n,
Bally tbe kitost useful for A.T. innovatioAb:'Ita key

point is: how something is implementeCii* iMpor-,
tapt as what is implemented. The'impleMentation
perspectiyebis.especially useful in studying and
assessing federal, state, and local progiaMS aimed at
stimulating,A.T. innovation in organizations or'cbm-

munitied. Developed by....McLaughlin and,Berman,U,
the perspective:Cltee threg distinct .stages Ofzimplg-

Ientrition:

Implemeotaiion

)

Topdowo Grosroots

.

Broad bated
suopOrt

Norpmplemntatton
Ilyeakclosvo of sOnboliel

tooMation Multhd
adaptators

Pro foam
Instityrionalkariort Diseont ouatsoss 6nt,uuatio

3

Isolated
Contiouabon

Institutionalized ,
thane

6. A.T. Delivery Systems Perspective. The

above perspectives are most relevant to specific A.T.

,innovations or to innovations within specific organi-
zations. There is a need'for more general,conceptual,
frameworks for studying how the institutions involved
in A.T. innovation interact with each other and with

industrial institutions. The literature on research

and development, technology, transfer, and technology
delivery systems provide some useful insights in ,this

regard. A technology delivery system is institutions
involved in creating, Aeveloping, imiqementing", and,
controlling technology in a certain area. The figure

below'depicts a general model of a technology delivery
systemdeveloRed.by Wenk: It includes four main

ele9ene040(W,
;7,`.

inputs (manpower, capital, prior knoWledge);'

e . ., . --..

. institptional structures;

P _F.,,,w - i-.
,,, ., -

. , . , 41 system processes (social processes ihroUgh.

Which institutions interact); 1-,x.,

' ,w

.

outputs (products"soCial impad. ts).

An A.T. delivery syitem is institutions involved
Creating, developing,'implementing, -and control -,,

$is made to adopt an innovation;

initiation or mobilization where a decision br,morvypes of A.T. delivery system
.

es not have:to have a specific structure

,
%.centralized system): ,A.T. delivery systems may be

implementation where the innovation is put expected'to be,quite different from traditional
dustrial technology delivery systems; they'WOCIldikbe,

expeCted to be more- decentralized, and more
patory,having closer ties between development arid

introduction. Some embryonic elements of defavg-:,

ery sY6f*S-.:inClude:.

.
A'.!t, inVentors and developmehtgroups'-- such

, as ZoloeWorks (New Mer,isolew Alchemy Tied
tote (MaisachusettiL -Andjootopp(Washing-
ton) : AL

, .4 2

ii place; .

.
institutionalization where the ube of the
innovation is continued and fits into the

Standard operation procedure of the organi-

zation.

The impetus for innovationenkcome either _from the

top of the organization, .from the grassroots, or from

134velopk,,
op. cis.

14 Milbrey McLaughlin,and Paul Berman, Federal Pro-

grams- Supporting EdUcational.Change?clirol..,B4 /mOle-

-,menting,:and'.SustaininA: Innovation. (Santa Monica;

'CalifOrniaand'AFJ589/044W;"Mhy 191.0.

15 Edward Wenk--Margins for Survival: 7:61,4i
-1

Jr-. -,
,

coming Political Limits in Steeringi TechriolosV.: -

earlier treatment, "Technological Delivery Systeta l
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1979) 51. See alao,.f4L'n .-: 4

(Unpublished, OniV4Sity ofyg.shingtonx, Se

March 1973).
4
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Regional A.T. networks -- like AERO in Mep,-

,tanac MEAN in the Midwest, NEAT-NET in New

England; .

A.T.-related newsletters and journals --Aike.
RAIN, NEW 'MOTS, SOLAR AGE, COEVOLUTION QUAR-

'TERLY, andMOTHAEARTH NEWS;

Federal A.A. programs -- like OSA's Matieral

Center for - Appropriate Technology, anti
Seattle's Neighborhood Technology Coalition;

Lodal A.T. projects -- like San Bernardino's
Westside Community Development Corporation's
solar programs and the Franklin County
energy study; 1

Local consulting and facilitating organi:
zations -- like the N.Y. Energy Task Force
and Chictgo'e Center for Neighborhood Tech-

nology;

Staffers of mainstream technological qrgani-
zations-and,programs congressional.staf-
fers, agencies,- private corporation; mmi-
versities interested in and/or sympathetic
to A.T.;

A.T. educational iniqitutions like God-

dard College.(Vermpnel and Farallones Insti-

tute (California),

',IY. RESEARCH AREAS IN A.T.TNNOVATION

`What Are the Most Fruitful Areas of Research?
,A,0 4'

12 -
Innovation relateCto,apgropriate technoldgy is

not, the same processWtraditional industrial.in-
.novation. Several models have'been developed -in
connection, ith the study,of the social.aspects of
innovation which provide perspectives for investi---

gating the A.T.. innovation pfocess. While these

Tools

4

Outcome
(direct) ,

!I
Outcome
(indirect)

4- .

11.

Models refer primarily to the introduction, in con-

trast to the development phaae orthe innovation
prodess, they are a starting point for research.
The most fruitful approach to understanOing the A.T.
innovaeion process is to divide the problem along
the lines of the four-rfoldaxonomy of settings (see
above). In investigating each of these areas, the
emphasis 4ilt.be on applying these models and devel-
opingnew models where (a) a model does not currently
exist, and .(b) where existing models prove inadequate.
The following presents some possible areas of research

under each of 'these settings.:

A. National Issues in Appropriate Technology

Innovation

There is need to study nationallaspects of.
appropriate technology -- that is, how A.T.-related
institutions interact among themselves and with main- -

stream institutions in creating, developing'and'imple-
meriting AeT.. Because of potential social benefits
and institutional barriers to A.T., there appears to
the a rationale for federal involvement in A.T.in-
novation, but what the appropriate role of federal
agencies is needs to be clarified. New federal A:T.

programs and their interaction need to berasAesSed.
-The.potential of"A.T. and A.T. ideas in existing
-federal programs' and operations needs to be .explored.

Flhally thqe is-a.,peed for betteinderstanBing,of
integrated and mixed system innovation. SpecifiC "-

research topics dould include: .

:

1. Research oegationak"Aapects of Appropriate
Technology. for e4tample:4,;:

case studies of,As.f.'innovation in -'

, various sectors to identify key factors"
related to sucCeis'and failure; --

4ro

'e, studies of the A.T, movement/institutions/
networks and existing A.T. delivery systems;
identification of barriers, gaps and '

. .



institutional weaknesses;

development of ideas and recommendatibns for
facilitating the evolution of appropriate-
A.T. delivery systems; the appropriate federal
role.

2. Assessment of New Federal Appropriate Tech-
nology Programs, for,exemple:

Case studies of 20 or 30 federal-funded A.T.
projects which span A.T. development and
implementation in various sectors including
comparative analysis, problekand lessons;

Preliminary assessments of new 'federal A.T.
programsejimpact on A.T. innovation; com-
parative analysis and 'analysis of interaction
.among programs;erograms should include:
NCAT, DOE's Small Grants A.T. Program, NSF's1

. Pilot Program, HUD' Solar Demonstration.
Program, ACTION's A.T. activities, EPA's A.T. -
related programs, etc.; .

Analysis of new prbgrams' impact o 'rs

to A.T. innovation; identification s in
federal response, recommendations for refine-
ment of.A.T. programs or new Ones.

3. Opportunities for Federal Innovation in
Appropriate Technology, for example:

Development of hn.agency by agency'inventory
of opportunities for utilizing A.T.s or A.T.
ideas in agency operations and programs; thg
inventory should also be indexed by. the A.T.
categories developed' above;

Identify barriers to `the introduction of A.T.s
'into federal agency operation and the avel-
opment of strategies and' recommended icies
for alleviating barriers

4. Integrated and Mixed System Innovation, such
as:

Case studies of-mixed industrial and A.T.
innovation in various sectors (government,
industry, non7profit);

research could focus on:.

1: Innovation by Small Appropriate Technology
Based Businesses, such as:

Case studies of innokation.by small A.T.-
; related businesses; comparative analysisfand

*identification of institutional barriers and
%I,- lessons; inventory of promising.opportOrities

for 4.T.- related businesses;'.. 1
,

\-......,

Development of strategies and policy options
for supporting innovation by,small AA.-related '

businesses, especially options for increasing
,private sector financing; federal policy
options fortsupporting small A.T.-related'
businesge.i.*:' / .

.
,

.

2. Introduction of Appropriate Technology in the
Private Sector, for example: - /

.
. -.'

Research into the potential of small and inter-.
mediate scale'productiontechnologies in .

America's private sector; case studies-of
existing applications; analysis of trends in
production scale; barriers to small and inter-
mediate scale productions; public and private
policy options for overcoming barriers;

Study of adoption of n
\
on-production A.T.s by

the private sector; case studies-of adoption;
identification of barriers; developlent of
public and private policy options.

3. Labor and Appropriate Technology Innovation,
such as:

a A project to explore issues related to-labor ''

and A.T. innovation? Studies would start by
assessing the role labor now plays in this and
other Countries (e.g., Lucas Aircraft ,in

'England) in the A.T. and mixed 'System innovation
. process. Studies would then assess potential
impacts ,of A.T. and mixed innovation on the
nature of work and the work foice, and options
for promoting increased labor participation'in
A.T. innovation in the private sector:

Identification of opportunities for iptegfated
and mixed system innovation and development of
strategies and policy optioni for encouraging
integrated 'and mixed system innovation.

B. Innovation in Appropriate Technology Based
Businesses

Need

Todate most support for A.T. innovation has
tomefropi individuali or the federal government.
There is a need tostimulate interest and investment
in A.T. by the priYate eaor. Related tothiS, there

. isHa need to.identify and alleviate barriers to A.T.
innovation by ancrin snall'businesses. On,a larger
scale, research is needed on the potential of small
and intermediate scale'production technologies in the
Phvate sector and pf adoption of A.T0 intd'ihe
operations of intermediate and large firms, Also the
,potential role of labor in facilitating or discouraging

innovationneeds to be explored., Specific

'

C. Local Innovation in Appropriate Technology, Ito

Much of the experience with A.T. has been on the
lochl community level. There is a need to summarkze
the lessons of these local experiences. Which ones
succeeded? Why; Which ones failed? Why? The purpose !

is to deVelop an understanding of, the types of in-
novation processes most likely to succeed at the local
level. On the basis of this understanding, Congress,
federal agencies, state governments,,and other insti-
tutions involved in local A.T. innovation will be
better able to set policies for local A.T. develop -
went. Specific research could focus on:

4

1. Lobel Appropriate Technology Innovation
Process, such as:

PrOjdcts to study local innovation in urban
rural areas. Each will do case studies of
local innovation and community development;
develop preliminary models of factors influenc-
ing,process; identify barriers and insti-
tutional problems; and develop policy options
Zo; alleviating barriers..

4
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2. Role ofcpocal .Government and Institutions,

such as:

40
Studies of the rolesof state and,iocal govern.-

ments in promotihi local A:T. innovation for

local development; identification of local
barriers that state and local governments
could alleviate; ilevelopment of polity options

for local governments; clarification of the
role of federal agencies vis-a-vis local
governments in promoting community technology;

Study of the potential role of local main-
stream institutions -- especially universities
and community colleges, private firms and high

technology companies and financial institutions
in.facilieating the use of A.T. innovation for

local development; identification of policy
options for local institutions, and for fed-
eral,state, and local government;

'Development of an inventory of opportunities
for introducing A.T. innovation into state
and local government opefhtions and programs;
identification of barriers and policy options
for overcoming them; explorationof appro-
priate NSF and federal role in promoting A.T.
innovation in the state and local govern-

ments.

3. Appropriate Technology Innovation Outside of

Energy, Food b. Housing., such as:

,Develop an inventory of promising A.T.'s

not already the respensibilityo.f.other major

mission agencies for local..4d colmunity

development., It could alSo.identify potential
barriers to such innovation,and develop

strategies, and policy options for overcoming

them. Areas to be explored include com-,
munication, transportations health care,

recreation, and cottage industries.

D. Individual Adoption and Use of Appropriate

Technology
0

There is a need to be able to 1A-edict trends in

the.rate of adoption of A.T.s by consumers and house-

holds,and to better' understand the processes and,

factors that are involved in A.T. adoption by individ-

uals. Also there is a need to identify new insti7
tutional mechanisms needed to facil4tate.A.T, adoption

(by individuals. 'Most-A.T. innovation to-date has been

in the energy, food, and housing areas. 'There is a

need to identify innovative A.T.s for the individual

in other,areas such as communications, transportation

recreation, health care, and ilome'economics.

1. Individual'Adoption of Appropriate Technology,

for example:

Survey of individual attitudeand.values
related to technology, A.T. ideas, and A.T.
products;, identify trends in attitudes and

values;

Study of factors influencing individual

adoption of various A.T.s; apply relevant
literature and theory; develop models of A.T.

adoption by individuals; explore-barriers;.

1.4
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Clarify barriers to individual A.T. adopticin;
identify'needed new institutions or modification

of existing institutions especially in public
information,and education; consumer protection
and financing, areas; develop policy options

or alleviating barriers to aaoption. and create

needed institutional structures. -=

2. Apprdpriate Technologies- for the Individual.

Outside of Enemy /Food/Housing, such as:

A project to explore opportunities for'indi-

vidual scale A.T. innovations outside the
traditional areas of,energy, food`, and hous-

ing; develop an inventory of such opportunities;
identify barriers and policy options for

alleviating bariers.

V. SUMMARY

Appropriate technology has become an important

part of American life -- at the individual, community,

business, and even national level. To understand and

serve the growing numbers of people interested in A.T.

additional knowledge is needed on how A.T. complements

and conflicts with the predominant industrial system.
In the area of innovation, there are some cleat areas

of overlap as well as some distinct differences between

the A.T. and industrial approaches.- Traditional inno- .

vation policies are not likely to adequately serve the

A.T'. community. However, sode aspects of traditional

innovation experience -- espeoiaaly,those related to

the social 'aspects of innovation may be particularly

apPlideble the4A.T. innovation processes. Above

we suggest,a,number of areas in need of research which

if better understood might impkove our understanding

of innovation in appropriate technology.
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